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Abstract

Aim: The aim of the study is to estimate the high availability of Query processing using Novel Docker Container over Kubernetes micro service architecture. Materials and Methods: Sample groups that are considered in the project can be classified into two each has 20 samples, one for Microservice architecture and other for Novel Docker container, which are tested using 0.80 for G-power to determine the sample size and for t-test analysis. 20 queries have been used in each group for estimating high availability. Results: The Novel Docker container with efficient accuracy of 91.10%, which by far seems to be better than the Kubernetes based micro service architecture which gives around 87.50%. As a result, the study group has a statistically negligible difference. The significance is around 0.039 (p<0.05) and therefore there is a statistical insignificant difference among the study group. Conclusion: The query processing speed in the Novel Docker container is better compared to Kubernetes based micro service architecture.
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INTRODUCTION

Container technology developments have reignited interest in employing containers in the cloud (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine et al. 2020). Containerization of cloud infrastructure services, i.e. running infrastructure management software in containers, has recently gained traction (Mouat 2015). Containers, whether used for apps or cloud infrastructures, are appealing because they enable effective separation with low overhead and a quick start-up time, resulting in extremely agile solutions (Guthrie et al. 2014). Microservices are small applications that perform specific business functions and communicate with one another through APIs(Surianarayanan, Ganapathy, and Pethuru 2019). Traditional monolithic architectures, in which the application is a big and complex code base, can be addressed using the microservices architecture paradigm(Zhelev and Rozeva 2019). Containerization has cleared the path for new microservices-based software development approaches. The application is structured as a collection of loosely bound services in a microservice-based architecture. The capabilities of services are structured around them, and they communicate with one another through well-defined interfaces (Sahai and Graupner 2007). This is a departure from the common monolithic software design, in which old or "existing monolithic" programmes and services can be "Containerized" by breaking them down into microservices, each running on a single or several containers. Containers are one of the most important microservices enablers. Multiple replicas of individual services are used to achieve scalability and high availability in containerized systems(Sahai and Graupner 2007; De Santis et al. 2016). Containers are ephemeral, making their life cycles difficult to manage in large deployments(Baier and White 2018a). In a distributed context, it's more difficult to ensure their availability and replica count. Frameworks and tools for container orchestration make it easier to manage containers. Container orchestration frameworks offer features such as automated container deployment, scaling, resiliency, rescheduling failed containers, and container management (Baier and White 2018b; Arundel and Domingus 2019). You can make your application independent of the host environment using Docker. You can now wrap each of your microservices in a Novel Docker container because you have a microservices architecture. Microservice is the liquid that you pour into
Docker, which is a Cup or Container in other words. Different sorts of liquids can be poured into the same cup. However, it will become crowded. You can also run multiple Microservices in the same Novel Docker container (Jangla 2018).

There are around 57 IEEE papers and 61 google scholar papers have been published over the past 5 years. The most cited article is “Container and Microservice Driven Design for Cloud Infrastructure DevOps”. In the industry, the microservices architectural style has gotten a lot of attention, and the transition to this design is well underway. This architectural style enables software applications to be built as a collection of loosely linked, independently deployable microservices. Because stateless microservices may be deployed as interchangeable instances, they are simple to reproduce. The same cannot be said for stateful microservices. Because stateful microservice instances have different states, they cannot be swapped. The most widely used NoSQL database is MongoDB. MongoDB stores data as BSON (Binary JSON) documents and is based on the Document Store data paradigm. MongoDB has a schema-less storage format that allows various entries to have varied fields, meaning that there is no set data structure. There are no data types associated with field values, and separate fields may have various data types. Hierarchical data structures are possible using the JSON format, and a field can store several values using an array. Kubernetes Operators are application-specific controllers that allow you to design, configure, and manage stateful applications like databases using the Kubernetes API. Kubernetes users can utilise the MongoDB Enterprise Operator for Kubernetes with MongoDB Ops Manager or Cloud Manager to automate and manage MongoDB clusters on self-managed infrastructure, whether on-premises or in the cloud. MongoDB gives you the freedom to run anywhere you choose, with a database that works in every environment, while containerization and Kubernetes make portability a breeze. Managing your Kubernetes deployments has never been easier, thanks to the ability to control application containers with their underlying database instances.

Our institution is passionate about high quality evidence-based research and has excelled in various fields (Parakh et al. 2020; Pham et al. 2021; Perumal, Antony, and Muthuramalingam 2021; Sathiyanoomith et al. 2021; Devarajan et al. 2021; Dhanraj and Rajeshkumar 2021; Uganya, Radhika, and Vijayaraj 2021; Tesfaye Jule et al. 2021; Nandhini, Ezhilarasans, and Rajeshkumar 2020; Kamath et al. 2020). In the existing research they didn’t identify the high availability query processing speed. The main aim of our project is to deploy a mongodb container for high availability query processing on a Novel Docker container and Kubernetes based micro service architecture to calculate the query processing speed in seconds. Increasing the speed of Query makes the application to run or execute faster at the same time consideration of the deployment time of the query is also very important. In order to use containers, there will be a lot of research, experimenting, and learning from businesses in the coming years.

### Materials and Methods

The research work was performed in the Cloud Computing Laboratory, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Saveetha School of Engineering, SIMATS (Saveetha Institute of Medical and Technical Sciences). The proposed work contains two groups. Group 1 is taken as a Novel Docker container and group 2 as Kubernetes based micro service architecture. The Microservice Architecture Based Kubernetes and Novel Docker container were executed and evaluated a different number of times with a sample size of 20. The minimum power analysis for G-Power calculation is fixed at 0.8 and the maximum accepted error is fixed at 0.05. Same set of 20 queries are used to calculate the processing speed of the queries in each architecture to get the accuracy of each architecture.

Testing setup for this proposed system used a Vmware workstation. Vmware workstation is used to create a guest OS. Hardware configuration for this proposed system is Intel core i5 8th gen processor and requires 4GB random access memory and 256GB Solid state drive used. The configuration of the system is the Windows 10 operating system.

#### Procedure for deploying mongodb container on docker

**Step-1: Install Docker**

Install the Docker community edition

- `sudo apt install docker-ce`

Check the status of the installation with the following command

- `sudo systemctl status docker`

**Step-2: Install Docker Compose**

Install the current stable release of Docker Compose

Sudo curl -L "https://github.com/docker/compose/releases/download/1.27.4/docker-compose-$\{(uname -s)\}$(uname -m)" -o /usr/local/bin/docker-compose
Step-3: Setting up a MongoDB container
This section will show you how to use a Docker Compose file to create a MongoDB container. Let's use the search command to find the official MongoDB container image before producing the compose file.

- $sudo search docker mongodb

Next, we need to create a directory called “mongodb” to hold the docker-compose file.

- mkdir -p mongodb/database

In the compose file, we have created a service called mongodb using the Docker image mongo.

Step-4: Interacting with the MongoDB container
Using the docker exec command, we can access the terminal of the MongoDB container.

- $sudo docker exec -it mongodb bash

In the bash terminal of the container, we call the mongo command to access MongoDB. We will create a database called “college” and a collection called “students records”, along with three documents.

Step-5: Calculate query processing speed
In the bash terminal after executing the queries use the below queries to calculate the execution time.

- db. setProfilingLevel(2)

- so after the query you can use the db. system. profile. find() to see the query execution time and other.

Algorithm for deploying mongodb container for high availability query processing using Docker is given below:

Input: Query Q to run
M=Mongodb container
Q=Query
D=Docker Compose file
E=Docker exec
Enable Docker(M) //Enable docker service
Create Dockercomposefile(*D) //Function to create dockercomposefile
    Create Dockercomposefile(*D)=new Dockercomposefile(*D)
Configure(*CF)
    Configuration of(Dockerfile)
Run Dockerexec(*E) //Funcion to implement Docker exec
    Run Dockerexec(*E)=new Dockerexec(*E)
Create Query(*Q)
    Create Query(*Q)=new Query(*Q)
if( Enable Docker(M) == true)
    Create Dockercomposefile(D)
    Configuration of(Dockercomposefile)
    Run Dockerexec(M)
    Create Query(Q)
Run Query(Q)
    “Error while enabling docker”
End if
Else
    “Error while enabling docker”
End Else

Output:
Mongodb container Deployment
Query processing speed in sec
Availability

Procedure for deploying mongodb container on Kubernetes based micro service architecture

Step-1: Set-up KIND
- Docker: In order for "KIND" to work, Docker must be installed. To install docker on Linux, use the package manager that comes with the operating system, such as apt on Ubuntu.
- Kubectli: It will need to utilise the kubectl command to interact with the cluster once it is up and running. It can discover kubectl install instructions, including methods to install it, using the Linux distribution’s packages manager.
- **Kind**: Finally, KIND can be installed using the package manager of the Linux operating system.

**Step-2: Creation of cluster**

It's time to start building the local Kubernetes cluster after installing all of these components. Kind deploys a Kubernetes instance using a Novel Docker container. Because any other containers operating on the system may clash with the ports, it is advisable to halt them.

**Step-3: MongoDB Deployment**

A deployment specifies a desired condition that the Deployment Controller will enforce. When a deployment's status deviates from the expected state, the Deployment Controller takes steps to restore the desired state.

Create a new file named “mongodb-deployment.yaml” and add the following contents.

The example above will deploy a single replica of a MongoDB instance.

- $ kubectl apply -f mongodb-deployment.yaml

**Step-4: Create Persistent Storage**

Containers are made to be ephemeral. When the container is stopped, any changes to its state are lost. If you're using MongoDB as a database server, this implies your entire database will be erased. Persistent Volumes can be mounted to a Pod, allowing data to live on after the container has been decommissioned. Create a Persistent Volume Claim and then mount the volume to a Deployment to add persistent volumes to a container in Kubernetes.

Create a file named mongodb-pvc.yaml

The volume claim will create a writable storage volume, provisioned by your cloud provider, with a 1GB size.

Apply it to the cluster using the kubectl apply command

- $ kubectl apply -f mongodb-pvc.yaml

**Step-5: Exposing Service**

So far, we've only installed a single MongoDB Pod. Outside of testing and development, it is strongly discouraged to expose this single pod as a service. Pods are ephemeral, and their state, including the allocated IP address, is lost when they cease.

Algorithm for deploying mongodb container on Kubernetes based micro service architecture is given below:

**Input**: Query Q to execute

\[
Q = \text{query} \\
C = \text{Cluster}(C) \\
S = \text{Service}(S) \\
M = \text{mongodb container} \\
E = \text{expose()} \\
S = \text{Storage} \\
P = \text{Port}
\]

**Kindsetup(M)** //Setup kind Service for query processing

Enable Docker()

Create cluster(*C) //Function to create cluster

Create cluster(*C)=new cluster(*C)

Create service(*S) //Function to create Service

Create service(*S)=new service(*S)

Create Query(*Q)

Create Query(*Q)=new Query(*Q)

Create storage(*S)

Create Storage(*S)=new Storage(*S)

configure(*CF)

Configuration(Cluster,Service,Port)

configure(*CF)

Configuration(Q,S)

expose(*S)

Expose service(*S)=Service deployment.Kubectl()

if (kindsetup(A) == true)

Create cluster(C) //Create Cluster

Configure(P) //Configure ports

Create Service(S) //Create Service

Create Query(Q) //Create Query

Create Storage(S) //Create storage

Expose(Service(S) //Expose Service

G=Availability(Q)
return(G)
End if
Else
“Error while setting up Kind”
End Else
Output:
Mongodb deployment
Query processing speed
Availability

Statistical Analysis
Statistical software used in the study is IBM SPSS version 26. The independent sample T-test calculation for analysing equal variance, standard error, and levene’s test are evaluated. Attributes like platform, Deployment Time, accuracy, availability are dependent variables. Independent sample T-test has been carried out for evaluating the accuracy (VM2Docker: Automating the Conversion from Virtual Machine to Docker Container 2015).

Results
In this proposed system it was observed that the Novel Docker container appears to be better than the Kubernetes based micro service Architecture. Novel Docker container enables the continuous delivery and processing of query’s. Table 1 represents query processing time and accuracy. Table 2 shows the statistical calculation such as mean, standard deviation and standard error mean for Novel Docker container and Kubernetes based micro service Architecture respectively. The mean, standard deviation and standard error mean for the Novel Docker container are 64.40,5.814,2.600 respectively. The mean, standard deviation and standard error mean for Kubernetes based micro service Architecture are 58.00,5.148,2.302 respectively.
It is inferred that the mean accuracy for T-test is 64 which is greater than the mean accuracy of comparison architecture which is 58.00. Moreover, the mean accuracy value of the Novel Docker container is around 64.00 which seems to be superior to the Kubernetes based micro service Architecture. In Table 3, it was observed that the Levens test for equality of variance and its significance for the Novel Docker container is 0.204 and 0.039 respectively and standard error difference and confidence interval are lower than Kubernetes based micro service architecture. Fig. 1 represents the architecture of the proposed system. Mean accuracy and mean loss graph is depicted in Fig. 2. Novel Docker container seems to appear better for Processing the large number of queries.

Discussion
The proposed Novel Docker Container provides better processing speed in less time compared to Kubernetes based micro service Architecture. Docker established the container industry standard, allowing containers to be transported anywhere. Containers share the machine’s OS system kernel, thus they don’t need their own OS, resulting in improved server efficiency and lower server and licensing costs(Arundel and Domingus 2019). Docker made it possible to have the same development experience across all operating systems, however it can cause performance concerns on Windows in some cases(Singleton 2017). WSL2 improves performance, but it necessitates some thought as to where the file should be saved and how volumes should be created.
Access to OS-level facilities, such as kernel modules, in-memory state, and physical devices, is required for infrastructure services. Containerizing these types of services without sacrificing mobility and security is difficult due to these criteria. To run a MongoDB instance in a Novel Docker container, we utilize a Docker image for MongoDB. We set up a database and added collections to it. A MongoDB database was also backed up, and the database was then restored from the backup(Membrey, Plugge, and Hawkins 2011). Containers are still a relatively new technology for businesses. Expertise in developing cloud-native and microservices apps is even more recent. While cloud companies can provide managed services for most of the technology, skills, procedures, and people are far more difficult to modify.
Containers also provide the technological foundation for serverless and functions as a service, as well as a greater level of abstraction and a different computation model that can benefit specific types of applications(Membrey, Plugge, and Hawkins 2011; Ichyam and Huß 2019). Containers are ushering in a sea change that cannot be overstated. Enterprises will be able to act more like cloud hyperscalers, building and iterating apps quickly and operating them at a big scale, thanks to containers and the public cloud(Adkins et al. 2020).
Conclusion

The Novel Docker container processes the queries with high processing speed and less time compared to Kubernetes based micro service Architecture. Therefore the Novel Docker container seems to be better for query processing.
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Table 1. Query processing time and accuracy for Novel Docker container and Kubernetes Based micro service architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITERATION NO (n)</th>
<th>Novel Docker container</th>
<th>Kubernetes based micro service architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (in Sec)</td>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Group statistical analysis of Novel Docker container with mean value of 64.40 and KUBERNETES BASED MICRO SERVICE ARCHITECTURE with mean value of 58.00 and similarly the results of Standard Deviation and Standard Error Mean are given.

T-Test:
Group Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>STD Deviation</th>
<th>STD Error mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCURACY: Novel Docker container</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>64.40</td>
<td>5.814</td>
<td>2.600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Independent Sample T-test Results with confidence interval of 95% and level of significance greater than 0.05 (Novel Docker container seems to appear better for the processing of queries in less time).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equal Variances</th>
<th>Levene’s Test for Equality of Variance</th>
<th>Levene’s Test for Equality of Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td>1.843</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Assumed</td>
<td>1.843</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Architecture for Processing a query in a Novel Docker container using different platforms. Docker, Docker compose, Docker file are the important components in the architecture.
Fig. 2. Bar graph analysis of Novel Docker container and Kubernetes based micro service architecture. Graphical representation shows the mean Accuracy of 64.40% and 58.00% for the proposed platform (Novel Docker container) and Kubernetes respectively. X-axis: DC vs KB, Y-axis: Mean Accuracy ± 1 SD.